features of an object are processed to a certain extent by different neurons within the visual system. For example, For purposes of this review, we will define the binding some neurons in areas V2 and V4 respond selectively problem as the problem of how the visual system corto the orientation of an object, independent of its color, rectly links up all the different features of complex obwhereas other V2 and V4 neurons respond selectively jects. For situation in "real-world" scenes, the visual system must Prinzmetal et al., 1995). In a typical experiment, human assign the correct color, shape, and motion signals to subjects are briefly presented with an array containing each object. several different objects, such as letters of the alphabet, If all neurons were highly selective for spatial location, shown in different colors. In one condition, subjects are then illusory conjunctions might be avoided by intecued to attend to one of the letters, and in a comparison grating features separately at each precise location in condition their attention is divided between the array the visual field. For example, one might integrate color and another object. In the former condition, with undiand shape only for neurons that share the same revided attention, the letter is perceived correctly. Howceptive field. However, as one moves through the ventral ever, in the latter condition, with divided attention, subvisual stream that underlies object recognition ( 
same pattern of results in areas MT and MST. They presented a preferred stimulus (a dot moving in the cell's preferred direction) together with a poor stimulus (a dot simultaneously moving in the opposite direction) within the receptive field. The responses elicited by the pair were higher when attention was directed to the dot moving in the preferred direction, relative to when attention was directed to the dot moving in the opposite direction. A similar experiment recently conducted by Seidemann and Newsome (1999) also found that when two stimuli appear within the receptive field of an MT neuron, attention to the more-preferred stimulus increases responses, relative to when attention is directed to the poorer stimu- One way to account for these results is to assume that when attention is directed to one of two stimuli within a cell's receptive field, this causes the receptive stream that have large receptive fields. When a complex field to constrict around the attended stimulus, leaving pattern, such as a plaid, moves through the visual field, the unattended stimulus outside the receptive field (see neurons in primary visual cortex respond selectively to Figure 2 ). According to this interpretation, when attenthe direction of movement perpendicular to the lines tion is directed to the preferred stimulus, the neuron is that make up the plaid. However, some neurons in area driven by the preferred stimulus, and its response is MT, an area with large receptive fields, respond actherefore large. When attention is directed to the poor cording to the direction of motion of the plaid as a whole stimulus, the preferred stimulus is now excluded from (Gizzi et al., 1983; Movshon et al., 1985; Rodman and the receptive field, the cell is driven by the poor stimulus, Albright, 1989; Stoner and Albright, 1992). Positionand its response is small. Thus, according to this interinvariant object identity and global pattern motion are pretation, attention solves the binding problem by injust two of many examples of stimulus attributes that creasing the effective spatial resolution of the visual appear to be represented in areas whose neurons have system so that even neurons with multiple stimuli inside large receptive fields. their large receptive fields process information only The number of potentially erroneous feature conjuncabout stimuli at the attended location. tions increases exponentially with the number of objects Further support for the idea that attention increases in a large receptive field (Tsotsos, 1990). As receptive the spatial resolution of the visual system comes from fields become larger and larger at each processing stage two recent psychophysical studies. In one (Yeshurun of the ventral stream, there is therefore an increasing and Carrasco, 1999), subjects were tested in three differnumber of erroneous feature bindings to rule out. Thus, ent tasks that required them to make fine spatial discrimthe binding problem emerges as a necessary conseinations. In all three tasks, subjects responded more quence of the large receptive fields found in higherslowly and less accurately when the stimulus appeared order areas.
at more peripheral locations, where receptive fields are larger. And, in all three tasks, directing attention to the Attention and Shrinking Receptive Fields location of the stimulus resulted in faster and more accu-A possible solution to the binding problem was sugrate performance. In a related study, Yeshurun and Cargested by the study of Moran and Desimone (1985), who rasco (1998) also found that attention paradoxically imfound that when two stimuli appear within the receptive pairs performance in a task that requires processing of field of a neuron in either area V4 or inferior temporal low-spatial frequency components of a stimulus. Subcortex, the response elicited by the pair depends on jects were asked to detect the presence of a texturewhich of the two stimuli is attended. They chose the defined target, which required integration of information shape and color of the stimuli such that one of the stimuli at low spatial resolution. Unlike most visual tasks, perelicited a strong response when it was presented alone formance on this detection task is poorer at the fovea (the preferred stimulus), whereas the other elicited a than it is at mid-peripheral locations, where spatial resovery weak response when it was presented alone (the lution is most appropriate for the task (DeValois and poor stimulus). When attention was directed to the preDeValois, 1988; Graham, 1989). Yeshurun and Carrasco ferred stimulus, the pair elicited a strong response. Howfound that attention improved performance on this task ever, when attention was directed to the poor stimulus, at peripheral locations, presumably by increasing the the identical pair elicited a weak response, even though spatial resolution of peripheral vision to better fit the the preferred stimulus was still in its original location task. Strikingly, attention significantly reduced perfor-(see Figure 1) We first tested cells for competitive interactions in the competitive interactions between stimuli. According to absence of attention. While the monkey attended to a this hypothesis, multiple stimuli in the visual field actilocation far outside the receptive field of the neuron, we vate populations of neurons that engage in competitive measured the response to a single reference stimulus interactions, possibly mediated through local, intracortiwithin the receptive field. We then compared this recal connections. When subjects are instructed to attend sponse to the response when a probe stimulus was (or choose voluntarily to attend) to a stimulus at a particadded within the receptive field. When the probe was ular location or with a particular feature, this generates added to the field, the neuron's response was drawn signals within areas outside visual cortex. These signals toward the response that would have been elicited if the are then fed back to extrastriate areas, where they bias probe had appeared alone. For example, the response to the competition in these areas in favor of neurons that a preferred reference stimulus was typically suppressed respond to the features or location of the attended stimwhen a poor stimulus was added as a probe, even when ulus. As a result, neurons that respond to the attended the poor stimulus elicited small excitatory responses stimulus remain active while suppressing neurons that when it appeared alone. Symmetrically, the response of respond to the ignored stimuli. In other words, neuronal the cell increased when a preferred probe stimulus was responses are now determined by the attended stimuadded to a poor reference stimulus. Thus, the response lus, and any unattended stimuli are filtered out of their of a cell to two stimuli in its field is not the sum of its classical receptive fields-an effective increase in the responses to both but rather is a weighted average of neurons' spatial selectivity. its response to each alone. For example, imagine recording from a neuron that To test how attention influenced this automatic comresponds vigorously to stimulus A and fails to respond petitive mechanism, we then had the monkey attend to to stimulus B. If attention is directed to stimulus A, this the reference stimulus. The effect of attending to the will bias the competition in favor of the population of reference stimulus was to almost precisely eliminate cells that normally responds to A, and the cell being the excitatory or suppressive effect of the probe. If, in recorded will remain active. If attention is then directed the absence of attention, the probe stimulus had supto stimulus B, the competing population will win, and pressed the response to the reference, then attending the cell being recorded will be suppressed, along with to the reference restored the cell's response to the level the other members of its population. In retinotopically that had been elicited when the reference was presented organized areas, such as area V4, this competition is alone ( Figure 3A) . Conversely, if the probe stimulus had thought to be strongest for cells located near to one increased the cell's response, attending to the reference another in the cortex, which therefore share similar restimulus drove the response down to the level that had ceptive fields. been recorded when the reference was presented alone We recently tested this idea that attention works ( Figure 3B) . Thus, the effect of attention was to modulate the underlying competitive interaction between stimuli. through competitive processes by recording V2 and V4 cal contrast will result in a gain multiplication of the The bias in favor of an attended stimulus or location orientation tuning curve. Similarly, a leftward shift of is also evidenced by an increase in response to a stimuthe contrast-response function resulting from increased lus at an attended location, which has been found in neuronal sensitivity with attention also predicts a gain many, but not all, physiological studies. With just a single multiplication of the orientation tuning curve, which has stimulus inside the receptive field, Spitzer et al. (1988) been reported by McAdams and Maunsell ( Figure 5C ). found that when animals were required to perform an Although they did not test stimuli across a range of attentionally demanding task using that stimulus, recontrasts in that study, the contrast used may have been sponses of neurons in area V4 increased by 18%, combelow the saturation level of the cells. . After a delay, two (or more) stimuli appeared within the receptive field, and the monkey had to saccade to the stimulus that had appeared earlier as the cue. Sometimes (top four images), the cue was a preferred stimulus for the cell (the flower) and the monkey had to saccade to the flower. On separate trials (lower four images), the cue was a poor stimulus (the cup) and the monkey had to saccade to the cup. (B) Neuronal responses. During the delay period, IT neurons showed an elevated baseline activity that reflected the cue stored in memory. The spontaneous rate was higher on trials in which the cue was a preferred stimulus for the cell, relative to trials when the cue was a poor stimulus. After the search array appeared, the response separated, increasing or decreasing depending on whether the cue was, respectively, a preferred or poor stimulus for the cell. This separation occurred well before the onset of the saccade, which is indicated by the vertical bar on the horizontal axis.
Stimulus Salience Helps Ameliorate

Soc. Neurosci., abstract) supports this hypothesis. We reasoned that if salience acts as a bottom-up bias on the the Binding Problem
The picture that emerges from these considerations is same competitive mechanisms that appear to subserve attentional selection, then neuronal responses to a pair that attentional feedback from areas such as prefrontal and parietal cortex eliminates illusory conjunctions by of stimuli should be dominated by the most salient stimulus within the receptive field. To test this, two stimuli biasing competition in favor of stimuli appearing at the attended location or in favor of the searched-for object.
were presented within the receptive fields of V4 neurons, while the monkey attended away to a location outside The finding that attention causes extrastriate neurons to respond as though the salience of the stimulus had the receptive field. We varied the relative contrast of the two stimuli and compared the response elicited by the been increased (Nicholas et al., 1996, Soc. Neurosci., abstract; Reynolds et al., 1996, Soc. Neurosci., abstract; pair to the responses elicited by the two stimuli presented individually. The neuron's response to the pair 1997, Assoc. Res. Vis. Ophthalmol., abstract; Gottlieb et al., 1998) raises the intriguing possibility that physical was similar to its response to the higher-contrast stimulus presented alone. That is, the cell responded as salience itself may also play a part in resolving the binding problem. If high salience biases the same competithough the low-contrast stimulus were not present. This result was most striking for highly selective cells, where tive mechanisms as does attention, this should cause neurons to "lock on to" whatever stimulus is most saincreasing the contrast of the poorer stimulus significantly reduced the response to the pair, despite the fact lient. This could partially ameliorate the binding problem for unattended stimuli by setting the visual system to that the poor stimulus alone elicited a small excitatory response. Consistent with the hypothesis that attention bind together the features of the most salient stimulus by default. That is, when attention is not actively engaged in and high salience bias the same competitive mechanisms, the two effects were additive. When the monkey processing a stimulus within the scene, or when attention is directed away from the receptive field, the most directed its attention to the higher-contrast stimulus, the neuron's response was independent of the presence salient element in the scene might dominate neuronal responses.
of the lower-contrast, unattended stimulus. Thus, normal variations of salience in the visual environment may A recent experiment of Reynolds and Desimone (1997, fields found in extrastriate cortex. If, as a result of the more salient representation of groups in earlier cortical When a line element within the receptive field is presented together with additional, collinear elements outareas, higher-order extrastriate receptive fields effectively shrink around perceptual groups (see Figure 8A ), side the receptive field, the responses of many striate neurons are enhanced. Changing the spatial relationthis would separate elements from different groups into separate receptive fields. Illusory conjunctions should ships between elements in ways that break up this perceptual group (such as introducing an intervening pertherefore be more likely between features appearing within a perceptual group than between equally spaced pendicular element, separating the elements, or making them noncollinear) reduces or eliminates this enhancefeatures appearing in separate perceptual groups. This is exactly what was found in a study conducted ment. Salience from perceptual grouping, represented by increased responses of neurons in striate cortex, is by Prinzmetal (1981). Arrays of circles appeared briefly, followed by a mask. They were either arranged to form feedback. Directing attention to a higher-contrast stimulus causes it to exert even greater control over the neutwo columns (as in Figure 8B ) or two rows (as in Figure  ronal response, while attending to the lower-contrast stim-8C). The arrays typically included a vertical and a horiulus counteracts the relative contrast bias. This enables zontal line segment, either appearing at the same locathe neuron to respond to an attended low-contrast stimution, to form a plus (as in Figure 8D ), or appearing at lus, even in the presence of a high-contrast distractor. separate locations (as in Figures 8B and 8C) . The two Sixth, attention has the capacity to modulate the reline segments could either appear within the same persponses of neurons at a spatial scale that is smaller ceptual group (as in Figure 8B ) or in separate groups (as than the scale of an individual receptive field. When in Figure 8C ). Prinzmetal measured how often subjects multiple stimuli appear within the receptive field, attenmisconjoined the vertical and horizontal line segments tion causes the neuron to selectively process one stimuto form an illusory plus. In a comparison condition (see lus within the receptive field while filtering out others. Figure 8E ), the two line segments were of the same This high spatial resolution is also reflected in the attenorientation, so they could not form an illusory conjunctionally induced increases in spontaneous firing rate, tion. Subjects often incorrectly reported seeing a plus which vary in magnitude as a function of precisely where symbol when the line segments were perpendicular to in the receptive field attention is directed. one another. Despite the fact that the physical separaSeventh, the effect of attention depends on spatial tion of the two line segments was identical, subjects separation of stimuli. Two stimuli can be placed far were significantly more likely to form illusory conjuncenough apart that they will fall within separate receptive tions between elements within a perceptual group than fields in one cortical area, say V2, while remaining close when they appeared within separate groups. enough together to fall within a common receptive field As described earlier, sensory interactions and attenat a subsequent area. Here, the effect of attention tion effects are greatest when two stimuli appear within changes from simple enhancement to a shift of control, a common receptive field. This provides a way to probe as illustrated in Figure 9 . Thus, at one stage, attention the hypothesis that receptive fields shrink around salient serves to boost the strength of the stimulus-evoked perceptual groups. It will be interesting to see whether response, separating it from one form of noise: spontacompetitive sensory interactions and associated attenneous activity. At the subsequent stage, attention filters tional modulations will turn out to be greater among out a second type of noise: the signal that is elicited by elements within a perceptual group than among elethe unattended stimulus. ments in separate groups.
A Model Based on Biased Competition
One possible model that satisfies these constraints is Biological Constraints on Models illustrated in Figure 10 . The model assumes that when The results reviewed above provide several constraints two stimuli appear within the visual field, they will, at on models of the circuitry underlying attentive visual some stage of cortical processing, activate separate processing, and hence provide insight into some of the populations of neurons. The two circles at the bottom neural mechanisms involved in solving the binding probof the figure represent these two input populations. The lem. First, with attention directed away from the recircuit is assumed to be repeated at each stage of the ceptive field, the effect of adding a second stimulus cortical hierarchy, but to fix ideas, let us suppose these inside the receptive field is to draw the neuron's reinput populations are in area V2. If the stimuli appear sponse toward the response elicited by the added stimclose enough to one another, they will activate input ulus alone. If we change the identity of the second stimupopulations that project to a common output neuron in lus so that it elicits a smaller response when presented the subsequent stage of cortical processing (say, V4). alone, it typically becomes proportionally more supThe circle at the top of the figure is intended to represent pressive. this output neuron. Each input population is assumed Second, neuronal responses are biased toward the to provide both excitatory and inhibitory drive to the more salient stimulus. If a preferred stimulus is paired output neuron, through inhibitory interneurons, which with a poor excitatory stimulus, the suppression caused are not shown in the figure. The response of the output by adding the poor stimulus typically increases with the neuron is assumed to depend on the ratio of excitatory contrast of the poor stimulus.
to inhibitory drive from the input populations. The selecThird, when attention is directed to a location within tivity of the output neuron for the two stimuli therefore the receptive field, this increases the neuron's sensitivity depends on the strength of excitatory and inhibitory to stimuli appearing at that location, as reflected in the inputs projecting from each input population. The stimucell's ability to respond to low-salience stimuli that do lus whose input population provides proportionally more not elicit a response when unattended. excitatory input will elicit a relatively stronger response Fourth, when multiple stimuli appear together, atin the output neuron. tending to one of them causes the neuronal response
The model accounts for the observed relationships to be biased toward the response that would have been between selectivity, sensory interactions, and attention elicited if the attended stimulus had appeared alone. effects, as follows. When the two stimuli appear toThus, attending to the poorer of two stimuli typically gether, their excitatory inputs are assumed to be addireduces the neuronal response to the pair.
tive, as are their inhibitory inputs. Therefore, when a Fifth, the control bias arising from differences in relasecond stimulus is added to the receptive field, the output neuron's response will shift toward the response tive salience adds to the bias arising from attentional output neuron's response will shift toward the response that would be elicited by the more salient stimulus alone. Attention is assumed to act in an analogous manner, by The effect of attention is unmasked by the presence of a second stimulus inside the receptive field because increasing the efficacy of synapses projecting from the neuronal population activated by the attended stimulus.
attention must now filter out the large signals elicited by the competing stimulus. Increasing the efficacy of Thus, attention will increase contrast sensitivity at the attended location. This change of synaptic efficacy will inputs from the attended population causes the mix of excitatory and inhibitory inputs, and thus the output also increase the output neuron's sensitivity to spontaneous activity of afferent neurons, resulting in a baseline neuron response, to be dominated by the attended stimulus. Input strength can be adjusted by either a change shift. The spatial selectivity of this baseline shift follows from the spatial specificity of the projections from afferin synaptic efficacy or a change in the strength of response in the input population, so the effects of attention ent neurons to the output neuron. The model accounts for the finding that attention effects are minimal for highand relative contrast are additive. The high spatial resolution of attentional modulation arises because the input contrast stimuli, because at high contrast the response of the output neuron is already saturated by strong excitneurons, whose synapses are assumed to be modulated by attention, have the requisite fine spatial resolution. atory and inhibitory inputs, and further increases of input strength will not cause further increases in response.
When the two stimuli appear together so that they both appear within the receptive field, a change in the efficacy Conclusions Findings from neurophysiology, psychophysics, and of synapses projecting from one input population will filter the nonattended stimulus out of the V4 receptive fMRI all converge on a common conclusion about the role of attention in solving one aspect of the binding field.
The biased competition model provides a unified problem: illusory conjunctions. When multiple unattended stimuli appear within the receptive field of an framework within which to think about attention and its role in resolving the binding problem. However, the extrastriate neuron, the neuronal response cannot unambiguously be associated with any one stimulus, and implementation sketched above is only one of a number of possible models that satisfy the constraints derived it is this ambiguity that leads to illusory conjunctions. Attentional mechanisms eliminate illusory conjunctions from the neurophysiological literature on attention. Among the existing alternatives are models that implement by filtering out unattended stimuli whose features could be misconjoined with those of the attended stimulus. competitive interactions using lateral inhibitory connec 
